EUROSTRIP PAINT REMOVER
PRODUCT CODE-9100



Description

EUROSTRIP PAINT REMOVER , which removes all types of paints without leaving any scratch
marks. It is essentially a compound, consisting of fast evaporating solvents, wax and
penetrants. The wax covers the solvents while the penetrants get underneath the paint film.
The old paint film either softens, as in the case of convertible coatings like N.C. or chlorinated
rubber or plastic emulsion paints while blisters are formed when the coating is nonconvertible like enamels including stoving enamels, epoxies and PU finishes. The softened or
blistered paint can be easily wiped off using a spatula or even a rag pad.


Areas of Application

Any surface, steel wood or wall that needs repainting.
.


Surface Preparation

None


Technical Data



Directions for Use

 Appearance
 Viscosity
 Thinner
 Time taken

:
:
:
:

Translucent viscous liquid.
Brushable
None
5-15 minutes depending upon the coats of old paint film.

Brush liberal quantity of EUROSTRIP on the surface of old paint and wait for 10-15 minutes.
The plastic emulsion and N.C. paint films will soften. Remove them using spatula. Other
paint films will blister and can be removed very easily. When many coats of old paint are to be
removed, EUROSTRIP has to be applied twice or thrice.



Notes

EUROSTRIP containers develop pressure because of very fast evaporating solvents. Therefore,
the containers must be opened carefully, with eyes away from the lid. Avoid skin contact to
prevent irritation. In case of any splash on the skin, wash immediately with water.
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The Product is for Industrial use only. Product data given here is correct to the best of our knowledge but their
accuracy may vary depending upon the quality of the substrate, application parameters and atmospheric
conditions affecting the performance of the product. Therefore the users are advised to make their own tests to
determine the suitability of products for their own purposes under present conditions. Unless agreed upon in
writing, we do not accept any liability for the performance of the product. We hereby disclaim any warranties
or representations, liability, including but not limited to negligence, injury, consequential losses or damages
arising from the use of the Products as recommended above. Product data are subject to change without
notice.
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